Clothing Categories

Ask one of the adults you live with if the next time they do laundry, you can be in charge of folding and sorting after it’s clean.

First try sorting the laundry by color. Then, try sorting the laundry by size. Finally, sort the laundry by the room each item belongs in, and then fold them into piles.

When you sorted by color, which color had the most?  _____________

What was the largest piece of laundry?  ________________

Which room had the most laundry?  ________________
Reading a Graph

Stevie asked all of their classmates to vote for a favorite drink. They took all of the votes and put them in a graph.

Which drink got the most votes?  __________

Which drink was the least favorite?  __________

How many students chose milk as their favorite drink?  ____________________

How many more students voted for water than students who voted for lemonade?  ____________________

Did more students vote for apple juice or lemonade?  ____________________
Making Predictions
Read the story below. Listen to clues in the story to predict what might happen next. Ask an adult with help with reading if you would like.

A Special Day in the Summer

Walter has a lot of cousins. His favorite cousin is named Warda. Warda was born in Ethiopia. Three years ago, her family decided to leave Ethiopia because their land was not safe for them anymore. Warda was sad to leave, but she was also excited to meet her cousin Walter. Walter lives in Minnesota. Warda and Walter had never met in person. Warda arrived in Minnesota on the first day of summer. Walter was excited to welcome her. He cut sunflowers from the community garden and brought them to Warda. The next summer, Walter brought her sunflowers again to show Warda he was still happy to have her in the community.

Today is the first day of summer. Warda is going to visit Walter. She has a gift for him. What do you think she will give him?

Draw a picture of Warda and Walter
Milk & Color Experiment
Hoots the owl loves math and science. Use items you probably have available to complete the experiment below. Write down all of your findings and imagine sharing them with Hoots.

What You Need
• 1/2 cup milk
• 1 or more colors of food coloring
• a cotton swab (Q tip)
• liquid dish soap
• a plate that is ok to get dirty

Experiment
• Pour milk into the plate (just enough for a layer of )
• Add 1-3 drops of different colored food coloring in the center of the plate

Pause and make a prediction! What will happen if you gently place the cotton swab tip in the center of the plate and hold it still?

_____________________________________________________________________________

Try it! (Do not swirl the cotton swab). What happened?

_____________________________________________________________________________

Now try dipping the cotton swab in liquid soap first. What do you predict will happen when you dip it in the milk?

_____________________________________________________________________________

Try it! What happened?

_____________________________________________________________________________

Try the experiment again but change at least one thing about it. What was different or the same?
Story Comprehension

Hoots, Boots and Walter went to a baseball game. Walter ate peanuts. Boots ate nachos. Hoots ate popcorn. They sat on benches in the sun. The sun was strong so they put on sunscreen. A baseball player hit a homerun. Hoots, Boots and Walter cheered. Their team won the game! Everyone had a good time.

What is the setting for this story?
- the pool
- a baseball game
- the playground

Who are the characters in this story?
- Walter, Hoots and Boots
- Walter, Henry and Marina
- Wallace, Hoots and Boots

What did the characters eat?
- peanuts, carrots and popcorn
- nachos, plums and carrots
- peanuts, nachos and popcorn

Finish the Sentence
Using words from the word bank, fill in the blanks so the sentences make sense. Use each word once.

It is important to know your home ____________________.

Stevie broke the ____________________ on their jacket.

Boots eats ____________________ after his soccer games.

I saw a ____________________ crawling in the dirt.

Marina loves to listen to ____________________.

Word Bank
- music
- zipper
- address
- oranges
- worm